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Bring awesome performance to the park with the sick design of the StepChild&trade; Jibstick&#039;14 148! Halfbreed Camber is a
blend of Flat camber (between the bindings) to Reverse camber (bindings to contact point). This gives a soft and playful ride with
better edge control than a standard reverse camber. Park Killer Core combines computer controlled lightweight Poplar, Standard
Poplar rails, and beech wood under the inserts. The result is a light core that reduces chatter and can handle big landings. A true twin
board with a centered stance and sidecut. The tip and tail are also identical. SnagFree Base is hardened in the press by a
temperature control system that cooks the base harder as it sandwiches the board, allowing the base to be more durable and easier
to maintain. Trojan Rubber dampening layered into the sidewalls to help absorb impact and help reduce chatter at higher speeds.
BETT (Bevel Edge Tapered Tuning) is a three-degree beveled edge that eliminates edge catching on rails but keeps an edge on
turns. Carbon stringers add response and control to your board without adding weight or stiffness. Biax fiberglass features
interweaving vertical and horizontal fiberglass configuration, Biax fiberglass uses two strands of fiberglass to deliver high-energy
response however not too compromising the rigidity of the board. Sintruded base design blends the properties of both Extruded and
Sintruded bases to deliver a strong all around base construction. Combining the durability of extruded with the wax absorbing abilities
of a sintered base gives you a fast, durable and easy to repair base. Future Glue features a unique blend of compounds for
unparalleled strength in securing bases together and to the core. Board Size: 148 cm
Waist Width: 251 mm
Sidecut Radius: 8.3 m
Effective Edge: 1170 mm
Weight Range: 100 - 165 lbs

If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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